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Research Topic and Background
This study aims to fill a gap in defense literature that explores and 
addresses how U.S. Army Special Forces will contribute to 
defeating a great power adversary in large scale combat operations 
in a future war.
• Background: 
‒ The DoD, in the midst of an increasingly complex operating 
environment, is re-directing its focus to great power 
competition. 
‒ Current DoD and service-level efforts are creating new 
operational and functional concepts that call for SOF to 
operate beyond the practical reach of conventional forces.
‒ Similar USSOCOM and ARSOF efforts focus heavily on 
activities conducted before large scale combat operations, yet 
overlook the activities conducted during these conflicts.
TTX Scenario showing SF detachments on training missions when war breaks 
out and they are re-missioned to enable Joint Force Entry
Analysis and Results From TTX
• Observations were binned using the War Fighting Functions and then applied across the elements of DOTmLP-FP, creating a 
crosswalk that identified implications for U.S. Army Special Forces and highlighted potential capability gaps
Two thematic trends identified from the TTX
1) Need to explore and develop new Special Forces concepts and doctrine to describe how units will fight in this environment 
against a peer (Unconventional Warfare in dense urban areas; creating and mending human infrastructure networks during 
wartime; maneuver, sustainment, and survival in denied areas against peer adversary).
2) Need to adapt leadership and professional education to equip Special Forces personnel to cope and thrive (emphasize 
decision-making at a much lower level; recalibration of risk perception and delegation of authority; comfort in operating with 
limited communication and imperfect intelligence).
The “So What” Next Steps
Additional wargames and Table Top Exercises focused on the next 
peer war may encourage innovation, initiate challenging conversations 
and spark professional debate to identify and illuminate problems 
before they are encountered on the battlefield. They also provide 
opportunities to explore different regions, terrain, and adversarial 
capabilities in the same context.  
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Research design
• The authors utilized a seminar wargame, specifically a Table 
Top Exercise
• Designed after analyzing Cold War-era U.S. Army Special 
Forces operations and developing a synthesis of prominent 
futures studies to create a plausible future operating 
environment
• Over 25 players from the SOF community participated
• Scenarios occurred in a denied area (Baltic region) during 
armed conflict between the U.S./NATO and Russia
• Players executed two scenarios in which U.S. Army Special 
Forces elements were tasked to conduct Special 
Reconnaissance and Unconventional Warfare operations in 
both rural and urban terrain against Russian occupying forces.
TTX Scenario showing two SF detachments tasked with conducting 
Unconventional Warfare in a dense urban area against a peer adversary
This study focuses on the least likely but most dangerous 
eventuality and is meant to drive thought on a narrow but 
dangerous problem. Fighting and winning this type of war will 
require efforts not seen since World War II and will demand the 
capabilities of U.S. Army Special Forces making them central to 
strategic military plans.
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